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Introduction and literature review 

Fannie Flagg first published Fried Green Tomatoes at the Whistle Stop Café in 

1987. The novel begins with Evelyn Couch visiting a relative in a nursing home. In this 

setting she meets Ninny Threadgoode, who tells her inspiring tales about her sister-in-law 

Idgie Threadgoode, which opens up for the second part of the narrative. The second part 

focuses mainly on Idgie Threadgoode and her partner Ruth Jamison. The narrative appears at 

times vague when discussing the nature of Idgie and Ruth’s relationship, and it is this 

uncertainty that has prompted several discussions about erasure of homosexuality in Flagg’s 

novel.  

 In this essay, I will examine the various ways in which Idgie and Ruth suffer 

from heterocentricity and coded erasure. Analyzing the novel from a queer point of view, I 

will discuss lesbian symbols and symbolic values coded in implicit language and attempt to 

support these through close readings of the several parts of the novel. In an attempt to 

investigate the support for a lesbian reading of the novel and what arguments can be made for 

Flagg using a heterocentric ideological perspective in the novel, I will use concepts from 

queer theory such as compulsory heterosexuality, heterocentricity, and stereotypes to inform 

my analysis and previous research on the novel that has used similar theoretical perspectives. 

 

 What makes a woman lesbian is something Adrienne Rich discusses in her essay 

“Compulsory Heterosexuality and Lesbian Existence”, in which she talks about “the lesbian 

continuum”. It is possible to connect her discussion of the lesbian continuum to Flagg’s 

implicit depiction of the two main characters’ sexuality when she (Rich) describes it as 

something “to include range – through each woman’s life and throughout history of woman-

identified experience, not simply that a woman has had or consciously desired genital sexual 

experience with another woman” (Rich 135). This “range” is a more inclusive way of looking 
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at female sexuality or lesbianism. In this essay, however, I will be focusing on the ambiguity 

in Flagg’s writing, which arguably enforces erasure of lesbian relationships in troubling ways. 

 Examining erasure in relation to Flagg’s novel means looking at the conscious 

choice of writing out certain elements that may cause interpretations to be other than 

heterosexual. Heterocentricity, a concept Lois Tyson describes as “a more subtle form of 

prejudice against gay men and lesbians…that heterosexuality is the universal norm by which 

everyone’s experience can be understood” (Tyson 320) is, therefore, a highly relevant 

framework for looking at sexuality in Fried Green Tomatoes.  Heterocentricity and erasure 

intertwine in my argument that Flagg enforces heterocentric beliefs in her novel, and 

subsequently uses the strategy of erasure as she writes her characters and novel differently 

(read: according to the heterosexual norm) because of them. Flagg uses a form of erasure 

when she writes ambiguously, and it is through her vague implicature about her characters 

that she both erases and draws attention to their sexuality. In my essay, I will show how 

Flagg’s writing style can be explained as coded erasure. Through a mix of implied writing and 

symbols – or coded erasure – Flagg is arguably opening up for a lesbian interpretation of her 

two main characters Idgie and Ruth even if their relationship is hidden in language. 

 

In Flagg’s attempts to erase any explicit traces of lesbianism, gender and gender 

stereotypes become important elements in her work. The section on gender differs from the 

section on ambiguous and coded language as it is mainly driven by a desire to show how 

Flagg not only heterosexualizes Idgie but also turns her into a man by applying stereotypically 

male features. Arguments in the essay use sections in the novel where this can be seen in an 

attempt to illustrate the various ways Flagg is affected by heterocentricity and 

heteronormative values. 
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Another concept relevant to the novel is compulsory heterosexuality, something 

that Lois Tyson explains as “a term used by Adrienne Rich, among others, to describe the 

enormous pressure to be heterosexual” (320). This term is interesting from a character- 

analytical perspective as it extends interpretations of Ruth, for example, from a somewhat flat 

character to a more rounded one. In Fried Green Tomatoes Ruth appears to suffer from 

heteronormative and heterocentric structures, as she is never given enough space, or even a 

voice, in the novel to explore her sexuality. 

Looking at Fried Green Tomatoes’ earliest setting, which is the most discussed 

part of the narrative, and its two main characters, Idgie and Ruth, one could argue their 

relationship to be an intimate female friendship just as easily as a lesbian romance due to the 

implicitness in the novel’s language. Their story takes place during the 1920 and 30s, an era 

still very much affected by heterocentricity, and because of this, their possible lesbian 

experience is never explicitly mentioned in the novel. Considering the setting, Fried Green 

Tomatoes can arguably be read as more authentic because Idgie and Ruth’s relationship is 

always described suggestively and presented as heterosexual, with only symbols and 

metaphors implying other interpretations. Jennifer Church states that “Flagg’s novel also 

leaves the relationship between Idgie and Ruth undefined…” and “[t]he novel relies on 

stereotypes of the masculine woman… (194). Church argues that the heavy use of stereotypes 

is possibly something Flagg uses as code to imply the sexual nature of her main characters’ 

relationship. More specifically, the stereotypical manner itself of the portrayals of both Idgie 

and Ruth is what complicates them. In the novel their sexual identity - in relation to 

stereotypes - provides the reader with both a heterosexual reading as well as a homosexual 

one. As Church argues, their relationship is never explicitly defined and only suggested 

through stereotypical features and the expectations that follow. By using traditional gender 

stereotypes to build a conventional cross-gender contrast between two woman characters, 
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Flagg is arguably suggesting that there is coded language and analytical value to be found 

within these characterizations. 

 

In its early release Fried Green Tomatoes was mostly described as a female 

friendship drama, with most reviews focusing more on the historical timeline in relation to 

racial progress and other political discussions,1 rather than the potential lesbian relationship 

portrayed in the main narrative. The discussion in the LGBT community about it being not 

only a feminist novel,2 but a lesbian one, was subsequently downplayed in reviews. One could 

read interpretations such as an “unusual love affair between Idgie and Ruth” (NY Times, 

1987) or “Idgie is a tomboy…the two become business partners”(Entertainment Review, 

1992). It is noteworthy that during the time of the novel’s release relatively few negative 

reviews were published and the novel did not seem to cause such a public stir. More recent 

reviews seem to have focused on either its lesbian or racial content, thus dividing the reviews 

into two groups, reading the book as either a queer relationship novel or a Southern drama 

with postcolonial elements.  

 

Publishers Weekly issued a review in 1987 referring to the two main characters as 

“gentle Ruth,” and “tomboyish Idgie”.  The review  arguably downplays the depth of the two 

main character’s characteristics as well as the exact nature of their relationship by describing 

it as: “love for each other and just about everyone else”.  Jack Butler wrote in 1987 for the 

New York Times: “The story centers on a café in the railroad town of Whistle Stop, Ala., and 

                                       
1 Jack Butler. “Love With Reticence and Recipes.” New York Times October 18, 1987. Web. 8 Nov. 2015 
Publishers Weekly. ”Fried Green Tomatoes at the Whistle Stop Café.”Reviewed on: 08/04/1987. Release date: 
08/01/1987.Web. Nov 8. 2015 

2 Jensen Grande, Pamela. (1996) Finding a new feminism: rethinking the woman question for liberal democracy. 

Fried Green Tomatoes and the New and Old feminism. Lanham, Md.:Rowman & Littlefield. Web. 20 May. 2016 
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on Idgie and Ruth, the two women who run the café; but it is a generational story,” focusing 

his review on racial questions and the different eras the novel takes the reader through. As 

previously mentioned, Butler interprets Fried Green Tomatoes as an “unusual love affair 

between Idgie and Ruth, rendered with exactitude and delicacy, and with just the balance of 

clarity and reticence that would have made it acceptable in that time and place.” Butler thus 

sees in the possibility of a lesbian interpretation of the novel a suggestion, but his own writing 

with dependent clauses such as, “In an era plagued by so much merely trendy 

experientialism” suggests that in 1987 the heteronormative values of the 1930s were still 

influential.   In his 1991 review for Audio Reviews, Mark Annichiarcio completely avoids 

mentioning any characters other than Ninny Threadgoode, Idgie’s sister-in-law and Evelyn 

Couch, a middle-aged woman engaged in Ninny’s stories about life at the Whistle Stop. This 

choice to highlight the frame narrative ultimately simplifies the book’s plot and restricts the 

interpretation. 

Scholarly articles published since the release of Fried Green Tomatoes in 1987 have 

continued to look at and discuss its female relationships and possible lesbian content. In 1996 

Jennifer Church published her article, “The balancing act of Fried Green Tomatoes”, in which 

she discusses feminist and queer theory and uses of concepts such as gender roles, erasure, 

and heterosexualization to discuss the character Idgie. Church presents ideas on how, in her 

view, Flagg’s novel managed to reach a larger audience by implied language and the use of a 

frame narrative. She observes,  ”The framing narrative of the building friendship between the 

middle-aged Evelyn and the elderly Mrs. Threadgoode stabilizes and normalizes the 

ambiguous but more potentially subversive stories of Ruth and Idgie” (200). Church’s 

discussion about feminism and the lesbian content is something I intend to develop and 

extend in my essay when discussing Fannie Flagg’s implicit writing and possible reasons 

behind her choice to do so. 
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Carolyn Joyce White in “American Women, Hollywood Men, and the Depiction 

of Women and their Relationships with Each Other”(1997) focuses on the lesbian content in 

Fried Green Tomatoes and brings up several sections in the novel were a lesbian reading 

might be possible. White’s article further discusses female relationships, stereotypes, 

heterocentricity, and how the main characters in Flagg’s novel are portrayed as a stereotypical 

heterosexual unit in relation to their possible homosexuality. She also addresses Fannie 

Flagg’s reluctance to pinpoint her intentions regarding the sexual nature of the main 

characters Idgie and Ruth. White writes: “Of the Idgie and Ruth pairing Fannie Flagg has said 

‘maybe I really didn't know what I'd written until . . . the reviewers told me’" (217). I will 

discuss possible complications with feminist and lesbian theory in the novel, but I will also 

analyze some of Flagg’s statements about the female relationships found in White’s article, 

and not only how these statements may have contributed to a variety of interpretations of 

Fried Green Tomatoes, but also what this might say about the author’s intentions. 

In 1995, Thomas Domenici, Ronnie C. Lesser, and Adrienne Harris teamed up 

to write the book Disorienting Sexuality: Psychoanalytic Reappraisals of Sexual Identities, in 

which they discuss the lesbian “bee charmer” symbol in relation to Fried Green Tomatoes. 

Following the argument in this book, I argue that this symbol and other references contradict 

Flagg’s suggestions about her novel being a female “buddy novel” without lesbian content. I 

will put these symbols and references in relation to Idgie and Ruth’s character development 

and question Flagg’s need to include such symbols if there is no love story. 

Finally I intend to expand on the patriarchal idea that women are born 

heterosexual and only considered sexual beings in contrast to men by examining Fannie 

Flagg’s characterization of Idgie and Ruth. By using Adrienne Rich’s essay “Compulsory 

Heterosexuality and Lesbian Existence” (1980), my hope is that I can show the different ways 

that Ruth’s sexuality is part of what opens Fried Green Tomatoes up for a heterosexual 
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interpretation, or how Idgie’s male-oriented portrayal suggests the opposite. I will also discuss 

the possibility of not only the book being affected by heterocentricity but also the possibility 

of Flagg herself being affected by similar ideologies. 

It should also be added that the perspective I will use in this essay is one that is 

critical of heterocentric values and other such social constructions. Critics such as Jennifer 

Church, Carolyn Joyce White, and Adrienne Rich are useful when analyzing patriarchal 

structures in relation to Fried Green Tomatoes. Church talks about Fannie Flagg’s decision to 

leave the Idgie and Ruth’s relationship undefined. She analyzes Flagg’s contradictory 

statements on the matter and discusses them in relation to stereotypes and coded language, 

which she argues imply the characters’ sexual nature. 

Carolyn Joyce White’s article also contributes to this essay’s argument about the 

heterosexualization of Idgie and Ruth. Similar to Church she analyzes Flagg’s ambiguous 

portrayal of Idgie and Ruth’s relationship and how they represent a heterosexual family unit. 

White focuses on the possible lesbian content in the novel and the various ways Flagg uses 

indirect and coded language to avoid this alternative interpretation. Adrienne Rich’s essay is 

relevant in that it examines female sexuality and argues in favor of seeing at it as a spectrum, 

or lesbian continuum. Rich’s way of considering sexuality as something fluid is interesting as 

it opens up for more than one interpretation of Idgie and Ruth’s sexuality. 
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Idgie the bee charmer and other symbols of lesbian romance 

The subtext of Fried Green Tomatoes presents many interpretive challenges.  

This is due a great deal to the use of indirect language. Ambiguous and implicit language 

have always been used to cover what might be seen as inappropriate. By coding text and 

avoiding almost all explicit statements and character descriptions, an author can be published 

and avoid accountability for the novel’s possibly objectionable content. There are several 

ways of coding text aside from using inferred language, one of them being the use of symbols. 

Allowing code to represent important pieces of information about a character or a plot 

element opens up the novel for individual interpretation of what hidden meanings the novel 

could have. Also, having the novel divided into two narratives, one taking place in the 1920-

30s and the other in 1986-88, the book varies in terms of code, explicitness, and sexuality, 

irrespective of the fact that the actual book was published in 1987.  

Because Fried Green Tomatoes employs so much indirect language in which 

sometimes even the symbols are vague it becomes difficult to make an assessment and a 

definitive interpretation, particularly since even the author Fannie Flagg cannot provide a 

clear answer on how to interpret the novel.  

The bee charmer chapter’s symbolic value, and how it seems to function as a 

sort of climatic scene in Idgie and Ruth’s romance, is one such embedded section. Idgie and 

Ruth leave the house before the others wake up to go on a picnic, where Idgie has planned to 

reveal her secret bee charming abilities. She is covered in bees and leaves a frightened Ruth 

staring at her as she collects the honey. When Idgie comes back Ruth starts to cry and falls to 

the ground:  

Idgie tried to cheer her up. ‘Just think, Ruth, I never did it for 

anybody else before. Now nobody in the whole world knows what I can do but 

you. I just wanted for us to have a secret together, that’s all.’… 
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’I’m sorry, Ruth, please don’t be mad at me’ 

‘Mad?’ Ruth put her arms around Idgie and said, ‘Oh Idgie, I’m not mad at you. 

It’s just that I don’t know what I’d do if anything ever happened to you…Idgie’s 

heart started pounding so hard it almost knocked her over…’You know, Ruth, 

I’d kill for you. Anybody that would ever hurt you…Ruth took her hand and 

smiled down at her. ‘My Idgie’s a bee charmer’….Ruth leaned down and 

whispered in her ear, ‘You’re an old bee charmer, Idgie Threadgoode…Idgie 

smiled back at her…she was as happy as anybody who is in love in the 

summertime can be… (Flagg 111-113)  

 

Yet, I would claim that this part of the novel is perhaps not as ambiguous as the 

indirectness suggests, as it provides several strong emotions, unlike the rest of the chapters. 

The somewhat childish Idgie is so overcome with emotion after Ruth’s embrace that she says 

she would kill for Ruth. This is something one might expect when reading a novel in which 

two young lovers, fighting to be together, express their affection for one another. It is possible 

that when Ruth calls Idgie her bee charmer it is nothing but a friendly pet name, but it seems 

unlikely when she again whispers the words “bee charmer” in Idgie’s ear, that this is a name 

that holds no deeper meaning. The bee charmer as a symbol has been interpreted as “a 

southern term for a lesbian who is good at seducing other women, particularly other 

lesbians.”3  

Domenici, Harris and Lesser offer a more psychological interpretation of the 

term ‘bee charmer’ in their book, Disorienting Sexuality: Psychoanalytic Reappraisals of 

Sexual Identities: 

                                       
3 Bee charmer: FriedGreenTomatoes, Bee charmer (Urban dictionary, 19 April 2011) Web. 2015 
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Idgie’s courageously sticking her hand right into the hole in the 

middle of the oak and coming out with honey, which she offers to Ruth, is a 

powerful image of the psychological and social situation that must be mastered 

by the woman who reaches for sexual love or intimate relationship with another 

woman. She must find her way through a swarm of confusing, dangerous, and 

frightening social identities:” developmentally arrested “ and “masculine” being 

two of many stinging names psychoanalysis has used for such a woman. She 

must convince the anxious residents of the human hive that she is one of them, 

not an intruder to be feared or attacked. (100-101) 

 

This psychological interpretation of the bee charmer as a symbol offers 

suggestions such as Idgie being the instigator of the relationship as well as someone who has 

to blend into society to hide her identity. This interpretation coincides with the masculine 

depiction of Idgie, and her early desire to be “one of the boys” or even “a boy”. “Bee 

charmer” as a term of endearment agrees with the 1920s mentality of not displaying too much 

public affection so as to not risk embarrassing your partner.4 It was common to have a 

nickname for your partner and its meaning was not obvious so that it easily could be said in 

public.  

There are several other sections in the novel that can be interpreted to have 

symbolic meaning such as romantic jealousy. In this following citation from the novel, 

tension can be read between the characters. The tension has much to do with the fact that 

Idgie sometimes leaves without a word- and sometimes she leaves to spend time with her first 

suspected lover Eva: “Ruth was glad to see her because she always worried whenever Idgie 

                                       
4 Stevenson, Fay. “Should newlyweds show affection in public? (1919) Web. 

http://clickamericana.com/eras/1910s/should-newlyweds-show-their-affection-in-public-1919 
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went off for a week or more, especially when she knew she was down at the river with Eva 

Bates” (282). In this passage it is a matter of symbolic value hidden in implicit language. 

Even though Ruth has been described as a person who worries a lot, the addition of Eva Bates 

to that sentence is what gives it symbolic value. 5 It seems unnecessary for Flagg to add that 

part if it is not to make Ruth appear not only concerned about her friend’s wellbeing but also 

jealous of her romantic partner spending time with someone she has a sexual history with. 

 

 

In several parts of the novel Idgie is portrayed as a man, reaffirming the image 

of her and Ruth as a heterosexual couple Flagg has arguably created. Placing the previous 

discussion of romantic jealousy and Eva Bates in relation to gender characteristics, Flagg can 

be argued to enforce conventional thematic structures by introducing this potential love 

triangle. My point is that with the addition of Ruth’s concern about Idgie and Eva’s 

relationship, Flagg argues for a heterosexual reading. Flagg portrays behavior that is 

conventionally related to intimate relationships. This portrayal of conventions can also be 

seen in the following passage where Idgie complains about her woman and compares herself 

to the other men in town: 

 ‘Ruth moved out.’…’She’s mad at me’…’I told her I was going to 

Atlanta to see my sister Leona and John.’…’Didn’t you go?’…I guess I just 

kinda got mad at having to tell somebody where I am all the time. I don’t know. 

I was beginning to feel kinda trapped, like I needed to get out for a while. So I 

lied. That’s all. What’s the big deal? Grady lies to Gladys, and Jack lies to 

Mozell.’…I feel like I need my freedom. You know.’ (Flagg 323) 

 

                                       
5 Eva Bates is Buddy’s first love and someone that is suggested to be Idgie’s first sexual experience: ”You just 
need somebody to love you, that’s all…Eva’s here…’and she turned off the lights.” (Flagg 127) 
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Idgie’s answers and thoughts about her life with Ruth portray what one might 

argue to be a classic “can’t settle down” type of man. Idgie relates herself to other men, which 

would not be necessary if she did not see herself as someone in a similar relationship, that is, 

a married heterosexual man. One might say that if this was to be interpreted as thoughts about 

a friendship, many of the previous characterizations about Idgie and Ruth become 

contradictory to the novel as a whole. Ruth is described as a sort of submissive angel in the 

house while Idgie as a take-charge personality. To interpret this excerpt in a platonic way 

undercuts the believability of the novel as it then disregards all other of its symbols and 

implications in order to maintain the appearance of a heterosexual relationship. 
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Heteronormativity from a queer perspective 

The symbols and indirect language in the novel can be read as different ways of 

portraying sexuality, which is something Adrienne Rich talks about in “Compulsory 

Heterosexuality an Lesbian Existence”. Rich begins her discussion on women’s sexuality in 

relation to patriarchal assumptions and structures: 

 

The assumption that “most women are innately heterosexual” 

stands as a theoretical and political stumbling block for many women. It remains 

a tenable assumption, partly because lesbian existence has been written out of 

history…partly because it has been treated as exceptional rather than intrinsic; 

partly because to acknowledge that for women heterosexuality may not be a 

“preference” at all but something that has had to be imposed, managed, 

organized… (Rich 646) 

 

Contemplating Rich’s words about how patriarchal structures force 

heterosexuality on women in relation to Flagg’s novel, Ruth becomes a good example of how 

such structures can damage a person. In Fried Green Tomatoes, Ruth suffers as she forces 

herself, and subsequently Idgie, to act according to social expectations for a woman/man of 

their age and time. Considering what Rich has written about lesbianism suffering from being 

viewed as anything but innate, one can easily connect this with Ruth’s character.  

In a rare Ruth chapter the reader experiences not only Ruth’s thoughts and 

feelings about her romance with Idgie, but her internalized struggles with the social structures 

and politics of that time: 
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That’s why she had been crying, that day. She had never felt that 

way before and she knew she probably would never feel that way again…Idgie 

was a sixteen-year-old kid with a crush and couldn’t possibly understand what 

she was saying. She had no idea when she was begging Ruth to stay and live 

with them what she was asking; but Ruth knew, and she realized she had to get 

away. (Flagg 114-115) 

 

In this passage Flagg is arguably allowing the reader to experience her 

understanding of 1920s ideologies. The experience is interesting because it contradicts not 

only the explicit plot, but also the statements the author has made about the novel being about 

a platonic friendship.  

  

Throughout the novel the enforcement of heterocentricity and erasure of 

lesbianism prevents Ruth’s own exploration of her sexuality. Her character can, in fact, be 

argued to function as something that neutralizes the Idgie and Ruth romance, as it is, 

according to patriarchal structures, impossible for her to be innately lesbian. Considering the 

effects of heteronormativity in the novel, the following excerpt provides insight into Ruth’s 

feelings about the situation and how they stand out, as well as Idgie’s lack of understanding. 

Ruth first explains that Idgie is too young to understand; however, further on in novel it 

becomes clear that this naïve outlook is something that does not change for Idgie. This is 

possibly due to the fact that she is not faced with the same questions and struggles as Ruth. 

This can be linked to Flagg’s choice to apply compulsory heterosexuality and 

heteronormative values as the framework in her writing and characterization of Ruth. In Fried 

Green Tomatoes, Flagg enforces these structures about female sexuality and Ruth 

subsequently cannot be innately lesbian according to the book’s framework. 
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In her essay, Rich continues with what perhaps can be connected to Domenici, 

Harris, and Lesser’s theory about the psychological interpretation of the bee charmer symbol 

and its representation of a masculine woman finding her way through confusing social 

identities. Rich argues that, “questioning heterosexuality as ‘preference’ or ‘choice’ for 

women - and to do the intellectual and emotional work that follows – will call for a special 

quality of courage in heterosexually identified feminists…” (648). Idgie could be argued to do 

so from the moment she discards traditional gender roles and decides to be her more 

masculine-identified self. 

Flagg almost erases the possibility of lesbianism by desexualizing Idgie and 

Ruth and perhaps even enforces ideologies about innate heterosexuality throughout her novel. 

Flagg’s chapters about Idgie and Ruth can be seen to reify heterocentricity due to their 

rejection of the word “lesbian” and subsequently the concept. Dismissing the idea of a love 

emerging from a female friendship because it lacks explicit sexual encounters not only 

dehumanizes lesbian experience, but it enforces patriarchal beliefs of innate heterosexuality in 

women. Contemplating this in relation to Flagg’s statement, Carolyn Joyce White writes 

about how, “Those were innocent times in that part of the world and…I’m not sure people 

knew the word ‘lesbian’“ (217).  

Looking closer at Idgie and Ruth one can understand how they, as separate 

characters, might encourage a heterosexual reading. Ruth is described as a beautiful, timid 

woman who is “[always so polite…” (Flagg 204), which corresponds well with what is 

expected from such a traditional character. In fact, Ruth’s most discussed feature is her 

beauty, and it is this feature Flagg stresses the most when it comes to her characterization. 

Ruth is, right until the very end, trapped in the forced assumptions of what it is that creates the 
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ideal woman. When Ruth is dying of cancer she keeps everyone out of her room: “'Ruth had 

begged her not to let anyone see her looking so terrible'" (Flagg 285). 

Idgie is also a type of character that earlier novels have depicted as the tomboy, 

where her gender-bending behavior is not something that is understood as odd so much as a 

phase to be outgrown. However, it is when examining her character with Ruth’s as a unit that 

the possibilities expand, mostly because Ruth is depicted as someone who is almost inferior to 

Idgie in her actions, thoughts and plans. Thoughts about a male-female relationship come to 

mind and continue to enforce stereotypes and other patriarchal structures that dictate 

heterosexuality.  

Flagg is thus reducing female value with her use of stereotypes and “othering” 

of Ruth’s character. Ruth is never praised for anything other than her beauty, religious beliefs, 

and politeness, unlike Idgie who is praised for her many good deeds. Idgie is also forgiven for 

behavior that ordinarily would be deemed unforgivable if she were seen as woman but more 

acceptable in man. Flagg limits the novel by only giving the reader a narrow perspective on 

sexuality, gender, and by portraying her characters in line with strict patriarchal structures and 

stereotypes. By forcing narrow gender roles on Idgie and Ruth she suppresses alternative 

readings such as a lesbian one, and she has successfully incorporated heterocentricity 

throughout her novel. 
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Stereotypes, heterocentricity and coded erasure: a discussion of queer 

oppression  

Stereotypes and coded erasure are, as previously mentioned, used in Fried 

Green Tomatoes as tools that play with the implied reader’s perception and overall 

interpretation of the novel’s characters and plot. Idgie is early on described as someone who 

resists all things considered typically feminine. The following passage depicts the beginning 

of Idgie’s resistance and the first time she vocalizes her feelings on the matter:   

 

Idgie was about ten or eleven at the time and she had on a brand 

new white organdy dress that we’d all told her how pretty she looked in. We 

were having a fine time and starting in on our blueberry cobbler when all of a 

sudden, out of a clear blue sky, Idgie stood up and announced, just as 

loud…”I’m never gonna wear another dress as long as I live!” And with that, 

honey, she marched upstairs and put on a pair of Buddy’s old pants and a shirt. 

To this day, I don’t have any idea what set her off. None of us had. (Flagg 14)  

 

The novel never really goes into depth to explain Idgie’s sudden refusal of 

traditional gender roles, and not even when she manages to make her mother buy her a suit for 

her sister’s wedding is it really discussed in great detail. However, this can of course relate 

back to the mid 1920s Southern ideologies of not spending too much time thinking about 

differences in taste or behavior if something is done in good taste - something Flagg herself 

has used as a vague explanation for the other characters lack of interest on the matter of the 
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new Idgie. 6 In this excerpt from the novel, Momma Threadgoode and Ida Simms are 

portrayed as showing little emotion regarding Idgie’s sudden change: 

Then, a couple of weeks later, I heard Momma tell Ida Simms, the 

seamstress for the wedding, that she was gonna need a green velvet suit with a 

bow tie, for Idgie. ‘Ida looked up at Momma kinda funny and said, “A 

suit?”…And momma said, “Oh I know, Ida, I know. I tried my best to get her to 

wear something a little more wedding like, but that child has a mind of her 

own”…The old lady laughed… (Flagg 16)  

 

Something to take notice of in this context is how “wedding like” is arguably an 

allusion to femininity, something Idgie lacks to Flagg’s portrayal of her. Throughout the rest 

of the novel, Idgie is described as a boy and subsequently ascribed only stereotypical male 

features, privileges, and attributes. For example, later in the novel she is almost not even 

considered a woman when Flagg writes: 

 

 Benefit for New Balls 

The Dill Pickle Club will hold a womanless wedding to benefit the high school 

so they can get a new set of balls for the football, basket-ball, and baseball 

teams this year. This should be quite an evening, with our own Sheriff Grady 

Kilgore as the lovely bride and Idgie as the groom. Julian Threadgoode, Jack 

Butts, Harold Vick, Pete Tidwell, and Charlie Fowler will be bridesmaids. (349) 

 

                                       
6  A quote from Carolyn Joyce White’s article where Flagg explains her understanding of southern 
sophistication: there is such ignorance and prejudice . . . there is another part of the Southerner that totally 
accepts everything if it’s done in good taste. . . . that is real sophistication to accept differences." (White 217-
218) 
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One could argue that from the moment of Idgie’s refusal to wear a dress, she is 

not only described by the author as the stereotypical boy, but she becomes one as the book 

progresses, thus making the suit passage and the ball important, as she never returns to the 

stereotypical female identified self. Flagg does this by simply giving Idgie clear 

stereotypically masculine features, erasing her femininity, and by changing her gender 

expression:  

Seems like Idgie was always in overalls and barefooted. It’s a 

good thing, too. She would have ruined any nice dresses, going up and down 

trees like she did, and she was always going hunting or fishing with Buddy and 

her brothers. Buddy said that she could shoot as good as any of the boys. She 

was a pretty little thing, except after Buddy got her hair all bobbed off, you’d 

swear she was a little boy. (44) 

 

 Another interesting element in the novel is the mock wedding described in the 

passage above (Benefit for New Balls). During the 1920s mock weddings were a relatively 

common activity for lesbian women (Improper Bostonians). One might argue that by 

referencing it Flagg does in fact show awareness, but downplays it later on in interviews. Her 

incorporation of this type of social censorship not only demonstrates her own awareness of 

the enforcement of heterocentric values, but also gives the reader a deeper understanding of 

what kind of society Idgie and Ruth live in and how it views sexuality and gender. In 

Improper Bostonians, twentieth-century public regulations of immoral (lesbian) behavior are 

described thus: 

 [it] showed moral perversion, the unnatural appetite of two women for each 

other…There was a place where one person spoke of two women kissing as no woman should 
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kiss another…[Lesbianism] is an altogether revolting theme and tends to pander to the 

abnormal appetites of those who are attracted by such stuff… (The History Project, 121) 

This excerpt provides not only a historical perspective on the novel’s setting, but 

is also revealing of Flagg’s referencing and balancing heteronormative values and with 

lesbian history. 

 

In “The Balancing act of Fried Green Tomatoes” Jennifer Church observes that 

…Idgie is initially described as being more of a boy than a girl. 

Refusing to wear a dress, she becomes completely caught up in the men’s 

activities of hunting, fishing and, more frequently drinking at the River club. 

Although “loose women” visit the club, Idgie does not go there as they do, to 

pick up men; rather she is one of the boys who play poker and tell tales. (Flagg 

194)  

 

This reading suggests a change in Idgie’s character that goes beyond what might 

be referred to as her being a tomboy. The book portrays stereotypes in an explicit way, as it 

clearly marks the points where Idgie’s behavior transgresses what is considered typical female 

behavior. One example of this transgression Idgie goes through is when she has sex for the 

first time. This is an event that might be considered a lesbian one because her partner is a 

woman. But considering Flagg’s implications about viewing Idgie as a male character, Idgie 

might be argued to go through what is more commonly seen as an adult stage in a boy’s life, 

or perhaps even a transgender person’s life. This is a stage that is in this context only 

“natural” if it is with a woman considering Idgie’s transgression within the narrative. The 

event is vaguely depicted and its full context must be taken under consideration for such a 

reading. In this excerpt Ruth has left and it is a heartbroken Idgie who seeks comfort in Eva: 
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Now, sugar, I don’t know who you’re crying over, and it doesn’t 

really matter, ‘cause you’re gonna be all right. Hush up, now…you just need 

somebody to love you, that’s all…it’s gonna be all right…Eva’s here…’ and she 

turned off the lights.  (Flagg 127) 

 

This way of viewing Idgie not only provides at least the implied author’s idea of 

gender roles, but also what features and behavior are expected for each. It thus also works as 

further evidence of how Flagg categorizes her characters, such as Idgie as the man who seeks 

comfort in the arms of another woman. 

Fried Green Tomatoes is arguably driven by heterocentric values and implicitly 

discusses topics such as heteronormativity and gender roles throughout, which gives the 

impression that these categorizations are important to the interpretation of the novel. Gender 

and the stereotypes that follow seem particularly important to distinguish, and it appears that, 

apart from the first few pages, all the characters in the novel except for Idgie conform to their 

assigned gender and do so throughout the book.  

Idgie is continuously ascribed with typical male behavior and Ruth is depicted 

as her opposite. For example, the feminine Ruth is often described as frantic or worried after 

Idgie has taken off somewhere with Stump, and in turn Idgie is often heard saying to Stump, 

“don’t tell your mother” (Flagg 152). This behavior suggests conventional gender roles and a 

patriarchal deep structure in the narrative. It uses a conventional heterosexual romantic trope, 

in this case a woman struggling to tame her wild man. Carolyn Joyce White takes notice of 

this apparent support of traditional gender roles in her article and comments on Idgie and 

Ruth’s problems in their relationship by saying that “The problems themselves spring out of 

Idgie's impatience at feeling tied down—a complaint society often considers normal for 

married men but not for their wives” (223). The fact that the novel never explores or 
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discusses in depth the main character’s choice to suddenly refuse to conform to 1920s 

ideologies and female stereotypes is noteworthy. Writing this part of Idgie’s journey of self-

discovery so implicitly argues for Flagg’s commitment to not only writing the novel 

ambiguously, but also the character Idgie, making it hard to interpret what Idgie’s motivation 

is meant to be. One could argue that the possibly lesbian Idgie does not give the reader any 

difficulties when attempting to understand her in depth because of the masculine features 

assigned to her and symbols such as Idgie refusing to wear anything but pants. It is possible to 

make connections to symbols that suggest an almost heterosexual homosexuality, or simply 

put: lesbian erasure. The fact that Idgie is, from the day she refuses to wear a dress, seen and 

described as a boy almost erases the possibility of reading her as a butch lesbian and instead 

makes her transgender. The emphasis is on her masculinity, and she is constantly compared to 

other men and not women. One might go as far as saying that Flagg attempts to erase a female 

reading of Idgie altogether. Jeff Berglund makes a note of the section where Idgie stops 

wearing dresses and links it to stereotypically male behavior:  

 

Interestingly enough both the novel and the film highlight the 

moment when Idgie first dons this “masculine” clothing. Ninny Threadgoode, 

just after mentioning to Evelyn that Idgie was suspected of murder says, “[H]ow 

anybody ever could have thought that she killed that man is beyond me….Some 

people thought it started the day she met Ruth, but I think it started that Sunday 

dinner, April the first 1919, the same year Leona married John Justice.” At 

dinner the eleven year old Idgie yells out “I’m never gonna wear another dress 

as long as I live”…Her refusal to wear dresses is linked to her alleged 

aggression. (Berglund 154)  
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Berglund is not only suggesting that Idgie is, from the moment she refuses to 

wear dresses, depicted with masculine features, but he contrasts it to Ninny’s statement that 

demonstrates how, prior to Idgie’s transition, it was unlikely for her, a woman, to commit 

murder, but with her new masculine features she is suddenly considered someone with 

underlying aggressive behavior. Idgie is therefore not seen from this point on as a woman. 

Considering this, Idgie and Ruth’s relationship could therefore be labeled a heterosexual – 

homosexual one. Bearing this in mind, a lesbian interpretation of their relationship would 

argue that they undoubtedly suffer from erasure and heterocentricity. This is because Idgie 

has been stripped of all femininity, which subsequently, from a lesbian perspective devalues 

the character of their relationship as she is no longer to be viewed as a woman. By removing 

all explicit signs and homosexual references, Flagg strips them of all explicit recognition as a 

lesbian couple. 

Another aspect of Idgie’s stereotyped masculine behavior is her relationship 

with her brother. Buddy’s purpose in the novel and the possibility of his character being used 

as a standard for or counterpart to her new identity comes to mind as she wears his clothes, 

shares his interests, and loses her virginity to the same woman. The similarities between the 

siblings continue throughout the narrative, but in other characters’ flashbacks or character 

similarities. This method is used because Buddy dies early on in the novel. Their relationship 

can of course also be seen simply as a younger sister looking up to her older brother, but 

contemplating their similarities after Idgie’s refusal to wear a dress and her now strictly 

masculine depiction, these heterocentric codes can be argued to have a deeper meaning. 

Buddy is arguably used as a sort of measuring stick in terms of Idgie’s behavior, life-choices, 

and features. One could argue that this is evidence of erasure and heterocentricity in Fried 

Green Tomatoes because it turns Idgie into a version of her brother: a man.  
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Continuing the discussion of heterocentric-driven codes in the novel this excerpt 

presents as one such example. It shows how Idgie is described as the joker in the family, 

which can be interpreted as a suggestion of her unpredictability as a character: 

 

Momma dressed us four girls up as the four different suits in a 

pack of cards for the contest they were having over at the church. I was the 

clubs, the twins were hearts and diamonds, and Essie Rue was spades, and here 

comes Idgie, tagging along after us, as the joker in the pack. (Flagg 43) 

 

 The apparent heterocentric ideology of the novel is further complicated with 

unanswered questions. Flagg has been indirect and not really had a discussion in the novel 

about Idgie’s provocative change so it is hard to determine Idgie’s underlying motivation. 

Without any explicit statements, she can be considered an unmotivated character lacking any 

depth, or one with complexity whose motivation can only be understood by interpreting 

symbols and in contrast to other characters. For instance, the previous Idgie-Buddy 

comparison could offer some sort of explanation for her character in terms of motivation and 

further plot development, such as Idgie as an intended man. However, Flagg has said on 

numerous occasions that Fried Green Tomatoes is about female friendship and that it does not 

have any lesbian content. In Berglund’s article, Flagg is quoted as saying that: 

No, no, no. It’s a story about love and friendship. The sexuality is 

unimportant. In the book, all the relationships are very close, and people can 

draw whatever conclusions they want. That’s what you hope for when you write 

a book. We are looking at them from 1991. [The 1930s] were a totally different 

time period. There were very warm friendships between women. (146) 
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In discussing the characters’ sexuality and what role it plays in the interpretation 

of the novel Berglund writes about Flagg’s reluctance to address “the heart of the question: if 

these women were portrayed as a committed same-sex couple in the novel (even without the 

presence of explicit eroticism)” (147). Berglund’s discussion and Flagg’s statements are 

relevant to both Idgie as an individual character and to Ruth as her partner. In her statement 

Flagg rejects the idea that Idgie and Ruth are a couple and at the same time never refers to 

Idgie’s behavior as something out of the ordinary (in the 1930s context) even if it is clearly 

noticed by the other characters. In the novel Flagg appears to put a lot of effort into making 

Idgie’s character other than female – as she is repeatedly described as masculine. And 

however small Ida Simms’s reaction might be to making a suit for a girl, 7 her reaction is still 

there. This is arguably indicative of erasure, and how an important moment in Idgie’s journey 

of self-discovery and her possible lesbianism is downplayed to the point where it is hardly 

recognizable as such. In short, the novel and Flagg’s comments on sexuality and gender roles 

are so coded and ambiguous that it appears to be a very conscious choice on the author’s part. 

Examining Flagg’s accounts from a heterocentric perspective about Idgie and 

Ruth’s relationship being a platonic relationship, it is interesting how much of her own 

statements contradict each other. In Carolyn Joyce White’s article Flagg is quoted as saying:  

maybe I really didn't know what I'd written until . . . the reviewers 

told me”… When asked outright if she intends a lesbian link between Ruth and 

Idgie, she hedges: "Well, I'm not really sure. Those were innocent times in that 

part of the world and . . . I'm not sure people knew the word 'lesbian.' Maybe 

they didn't have a name for the girls…(217) 

When looking closer at Flagg’s claim that her other characters not knowing the 

word “lesbian” and other statements such as “ there is another part of the Southerner 

                                       
7 Ida Simms, the seamstress who makes Idgie’s suit. (Flagg 16) 
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that totally accepts everything if it’s done in good taste. . . . that is real sophistication to accept 

differences" ( quoted in White 217-218), Flagg’s inconsistency in her statements suggests that 

maybe it is Flagg herself who has a problem with the word lesbian. She was raised in 

Alabama in the 1940s, and bearing in mind how she uses her upbringing as a reference in 

talking about the South, one might want to consider the effects of this upbringing on Flagg’s 

views about sexuality. By describing her book’s 1930s environment as innocent, but also 

sophisticated enough to accept differences, she is arguably saying that there might be a 

lesbian interpretation; however, it is going to be ignored. By using such implicitness in her 

novel she is not only dismissing lesbian love with her inability to give a clear answer, she also 

provides evidence of the heterocentricity and compulsory heterosexuality 8that informs her 

novel.  

 

Naomi Rockler argues that Flagg’s writing is heterocentric and heteronormative 

in her article, “A wall on the lesbian continuum”, claiming that: “the assumption that 

lesbianism is defined exclusively as sexual behavior is dehumanizing…furthermore, 

lesbianism understood exclusively as sexual behavior builds an artificial wall between the 

experiences of lesbians and hetero-sexual women…”  (Rockler 30) Accepting Rockler’s 

argument, Flagg is again suggested to be affected by heterocentric ideologies and 

subsequently administers the erasure of lesbianism in her novel.  

 Throughout the novel Flagg forces gender stereotypes on the female Ruth and 

now male Idgie. It is these implementations that force a heterosexual reading, or as previously 

suggested: a heterosexual-homosexual. This makes the following excerpt from the novel 

interesting, as it describes Idgie’s reaction to Ruth entering her life. According to the boyish 

                                       
8 Compulsory heterosexuality: The enormous pressure o be heterosexual placed on young people by their 
families, schools, the church, the medical professions, and all forms of the media. (Tyson 320) 
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features and demeanor she has been ascribed since she was ten, the now 16-year-old Idgie is 

acting out what can be described as a first crush: 

 

But as soon as they saw her, all the boys in town, who never went 

to church, started going every Sunday. I don’t think she had any idea how pretty 

she was…Idgie was just as fascinated with her…The first week Ruth was there, 

Idgie just hung around in the chinaberry tree, staring at her whenever she went 

in or out of the house. Then, pretty soon she took to showing off; hanging 

upside down, throwing the football in the yard, and coming home with a huge 

string of fish over her shoulder at the same time that Ruth would be coming 

across the street from church…(Flagg 104) 

 

The stereotyped masculine Idgie is arguably behaving according to the love 

masterplot where initial love is portrayed, and as someone who is courting: Idgie is displaying 

all the signs of a boy trying to impress a girl, which is a conventional trope in heterosexual 

romance. The courtship continues to contradict Flagg’s statements about platonic love. For 

instance, during the time Idgie is grieving Ruth is the character who brings her back home. In 

the novel other characters t recognize this as a blossoming romance.  

 

Momma looked at us and whispered, “Now, children, your sister 

has a crush, and I don’t want one person to laugh at her…in comes Idgie, with 

her face all scrubbed and she had her hair all slicked down with some old 

grease…All Ruth asked her was if she cared for some string beans, and she 

blushed so bad that her ears turned as red as a tomato…(Flagg 105) 
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In this passage, it is made clear to the reader that the other members of the 

Threadgoode family have understood that there is a new sort of excitement around Idgie, as 

they are told not to tease her, which one would expect siblings to do in a situation such as this. 

Idgie is described as having made herself more presentable, in the way one would imagine a 

love-struck boy would do – again repeating a heterosexual romantic motif. It would appear 

that Flagg is thus contradicting herself in the novel: 

It was the first time since Buddy died that she even went to church. 

Everywhere Ruth was, that’s where Idgie would be. It was a mutual thing. They 

just took to each other, and you could hear them, sittin’ on the porch, gigglin’ all 

night. Even Sipsey razzed her. She’d see Idgie by herself and say, “That ol’ love 

bug done bit Idgie. (Flagg 106) 

 

In this second passage, Idgie starts to go to church just as “all the boys in 

town.”9 Sipsey, the Threadgoode’s cook, teases her about her crush on Ruth. Idgie’s crush is 

never explicitly explained, but in the scene where Ruth announces that she is to leave and 

marry Frank Bennett, Idgie throws a fit so dramatic it is hard to interpret their relationship as 

platonic.  

Leading up to Ruth’s departure a rare insight from her perspective is given to 

the reader. Idgie and Ruth’s romance is further insinuated through arguably not so implicit 

language, when Flagg writes:  

 

It’s funny, most people can be around someone and then gradually 

begin to love them and never know exactly when it happened; but Ruth knew 

the very second it happened to her. When Idgie had grinned at her and tried to 

                                       
9 “But as soon as they saw her, all the boys in town, who never went to church, started going every Sunday” 
(Flagg 104). 
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hand her that jar of honey, all these feelings that she had been trying to hold 

back came flooding through her, and it was at that second in time that she knew 

she loved Idgie with all her heart. That’s why she had been crying, that day. She 

had never felt that way before and she knew she probably would never feel that 

way again…Idgie was a sixteen-year-old kid with a crush and couldn’t possibly 

understand what she was saying. She had no idea when she was begging Ruth to 

stay and live with them what she was asking; but Ruth knew, and she realized 

she had to get away. (Flagg 114-115) 

 

In this passage the reader is brought in to Ruth’s mind and how she 

contemplates her feelings for Idgie, and how prevailing ideologies during that time prevent 

her from feeling free to love this woman. This is yet another passage that clearly states the 

true nature of their relationship, and another argument for Flagg’s heterocentricity She 

enforces such beliefs not only by using positive statements, but also by refusing to explicitly 

define her characters’ relationship. 

 

The idea of Idgie and Ruth being portrayed as a heterosexual-homosexual 

couple stems from what happens during their courtship period and after. Flagg appears to be 

following the masterplot of love and how that love is tested, and in this case separates them 

for four years. Trapped in a loveless and violent marriage, Ruth suffers equally to Idgie, who 

has sought comfort in her late brother’s first love, Eva. When finally reunited, another 

traditional courtship takes place, followed by the birth of Stump.  

Carolyn Joyce White writes in her article about the suggestion of Idgie and Ruth 

being presented as a heterosexual unit that:  
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in spite of her reluctance to accept the label of lesbian for her 

characters – and, after all, labels can be both demeaning and limiting – the novel 

itself certainly supports the idea that Ruth, Idgie, and Stump form an amazingly 

traditional, yet unconventional, family unit. (217) 

 

Flagg uses other heterosexual couples in the book as points of contrast. It is 

possible to draw comparisons between Idgie and Ruth’s relationship in, for example, Idgie’s 

brother Cleo and his wife Ninny, and to see similarities between the heterosexual and possible 

homosexual relationships in the novel. An example of this is when Flagg puts the 

stereotypical presentation of Idgie in relation to Ninny’s relationship with Idgie’s brother. 

Ninny’s conversation with Ruth about the general appreciation of what is to be expected from 

a partner is used as a measuring stick to imply similarities between the two couples. Flagg is 

consequently creating links between the male-female and all female relationships in the novel. 

Ninny is doing just that in a conversation with Evelyn about how all couples have troubles 

some times: 

                   ‘I remember when Cleo got his first set of dentures he was so proud 

of. They’d make this clicking sound every time he’d take a bite of food, and it 

just grated on my nerves so bad that there’d be some nights I’d just have to get 

up from the table to keep myself from saying something…”…’You take Idgie 

and Ruth. Now, you never saw two people more devoted to each other than they 

were, but even the two of them went through a period when they had their 

problems…nor did I ask, because it was none of my business… ‘(Flagg 321) 
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By having one of her characters draw such explicit parallels and comparing her 

own heterosexual relationship to Idgie and Ruth’s, Flagg displays a sort of assumption 

(through Ninny) on how relationships are and what one can expect, and thus heterocentricity.  

 Ninny is one of the main characters in the other part of the frame narrative, and 

she is the storyteller of the events in Whistle Stop. Ninny could be considered a sort of 

spokesperson for the rest of the Whistle Stop characters, suggesting her words work as a 

representation of a common belief that Idgie and Ruth’s relationship is as valid as her own. It 

is valid in terms of being considered heterosexual and suggesting an approval of their 

partnership from the other characters. 

Another section of the book that highlights the heterosexual unit that is Idgie 

and Ruth is when Ruth has returned to the Threadgoodes’ with Idgie. It is described in a way 

that is perhaps unusual for someone returning as a family friend:  

 

After supper, Ruth went into the parlor with Momma and Poppa 

and closed the door. She sat across from them with her hands in her lap, and 

began, ‘I don’t have any money, I really don’t have anything but my clothes. 

But I can work. I want you both to know that I’ll never leave again. I should 

never have left her four years ago, I know that now. But I’m going to try hard to 

make it up to her and never hurt her again… 

“Well, I hope you know what you’re in for . Idgie’s a handful”… 

“Poppa and I just want you to know that we think of you as one of the family 

now, and we couldn’t be happier for our little girl to have such a sweet 

companion as you”[…]Idgie was waiting in the backyard[…]wondering why 

she felt so drunk when she had not had a drop to drink[… ](Flagg 253-254) 
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This other form of courtship that was previously mentioned is this time 

described in such a way that makes Ruth seem like the aggressive one, something that is 

unusual for her character. Ruth is most commonly depicted as a contrast to Idgie, as the angel 

of the house. A great deal of her description goes into affirming her beauty, purity, and 

delicate manner. This change in characteristics is perhaps more of a reason to interpret this 

passage as one with symbolic value, more than just the fact that she is courting Idgie 

according to the classic “ask for her hand” trope. Prior to this scene and after, her behavior is 

not described as aggressive or instigative, but always in terms of a sort of religious endurance. 

Leading up to this pivotal chapter, Ruth struggles with her emotions in what can perhaps be 

interpreted as a release of emotional denial:  

Ruth couldn’t help but to think that something inside of her had 

caused him to hate her; that somehow, no matter how hard she tried to suppress 

it, Frank felt the love inside she had for Idgie. It had slipped out somehow.  

(Flagg 248) 

 

Shortly after Ruth has settled back into her life with Idgie, she discovers that she 

is pregnant. The birth of Buddy Jr., or Stump as he will later be called, extends their family 

unit and along with their forced gender roles, normalizes and further heterosexualizes them.  

Throughout the novel Stump is referred to by everyone as Ruth and Idgie’s son, 

and the division between classic gender roles is clearly stated further into the novel. Ruth is 

referred to as Stump’s mother and Idgie as a “parent”. When it comes to Stump’s up-bringing, 

the masculine Idgie teaches him about sex, alcohol and fishing, whereas Ruth is not only 

portrayed in relation to “the boys” (Idgie and Stump), but as someone who worries in a 

stereotypically female manner which reaffirms heteronormative gender roles. In this passage 

an example of this is shown through a stereotypical depiction of their family life: 
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Ruth was a good mother, and he adored her. We all did. But Stump 

and Idgie were special. They’d take off hunting or fishing and leave us all 

behind…One time, I remember, Stump put a piece of pecan pie in his pocket 

and ruined his good pants, and Ruth was just a-fussin’ at him, but Idgie thought 

it was the funniest thing in the world. Now, Idgie could be rough with him. She 

was the one that threw him in the river when he was five, and taught him how to 

swim. But I tell you one thing, he never sassed his mother like some boys will 

do. At least not when Idgie was around. (Flagg 145-146) 

 

[...]a frantic Ruth received a phone call from Smokey saying not to 

worry…the next morning, Ruth and Sipsey were in the kitchen getting ready for 

the breakfast crowd…Ruth was a nervous wreck, worrying over Stump, Idgie, 

and Smokey, who had not come home yet[…](Flagg 198-199) 

 

 In these passages Flagg enforces patriarchal structures that reaffirm stereotypes 

such as the hysterical woman and the carefree husband. Idgie is allowed masculine behavior 

and to engage in endeavors that Ruth is not. In Critical Theory Today, Lois Tyson explains 

patriarchal structures in the following way: 

… men are considered essential subjects (independent selves with 

free will), while women are considered contingent beings (dependent beings 

controlled by circumstances). Men can act upon the world, change it, give it 

meaning, while women have meaning only in relation to men. Thus, women are 

defined not just in terms of their difference from men, but also in terms of their 

inadequacy in comparison to men. The word woman therefore, has the same 

implications as the word other. (96)  
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 From a feminist perspective, this is interesting because Idgie and Ruth are both 

born female. A proposition can therefore be made in favor of the idea that Idgie has been 

made a heterosexual male and thus they are a heterosexual couple instead of a lesbian butch-

femme one. This patriarchal gender division is again implied after the birth of Stump. Idgie is 

given 500 dollars to start a business, as she is “responsible for Ruth and a baby” in a 

heteronormative fashion.10 Flagg’s possible heterocentric outlook and continuous 

implementation of gender stereotypes indirectly advocates that Idgie and Ruth’s family is 

more accurately described as a heterosexual unit. It appears that Ruth is, apart from a handful 

of occasions, only depicted in relation to Idgie and/or Stump’s actions; her actions are almost 

always a reaction to something Idgie has done.  

 

Considering that her novel is, according to Flagg, a story about female 

relationships that approaches various aspects of female life it is perhaps not too presumptuous 

to expect that an element of feminism is incorporated in the novel. It is even discussed as a 

topic in the other frame narrative that takes place in 1986. One example of this is when 

Evelyn contemplates social structures in a feminist way that distances her from previously 

discussed norms: 

For the first time in her life, she wished she were a man. Not for 

the privilege of having the particular set of equipment that men hold so dear. 

No. She wanted a man’s strength, so at the supermarket she could have beaten 

that name-calling punk to a pulp. Of course, she realized, had she been a man, 

she would not have been called those names in the first place. (Flagg 302) 

 

                                       
10 In this excerpt Idgie and Poppa sits down to talk about the future, and the responsibilities that a child brings. 
”Poppa Threadgoode sat Idgie down and told her that now that she was going to be responsible for Ruth and a 
baby, she’d better figure out wanted to do, and gave her five hundred dollars to start a business with.” (Flagg 
245-246) 
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It is Flagg’s enforcement of patriarchal structures that divides gender into 

stereotypical categories and makes the second narrative weaker from a feminist perspective. 

By trivializing gender norms and enhancing dated stereotypes, Evelyn’s chapters appear 

unrealistically progressive considering the implied author’s previously stated ideological 

beliefs. The Whistle Stop narrative still has Ruth’s conservative and submissive 

characterization and the contrast between the two frame narratives arguably makes the novel’s 

“empowered woman “ approach weaker.  

Stevie Jackson and Sue Scott discuss marginalization that put in relation to the 

novel’s treatment of Ruth, who is not only made less for possibly being a lesbian, but 

“othered” and made small because she is a woman: 

 

Any theory or cultural/political creation that treats lesbian 

existence as a marginal or less ‘natural’ phenomenon, as mere ‘sexual 

preference’ or as the mirror image of either heterosexual or male homosexual 

relations is profoundly weakened thereby, whatever its other contributions. 

(131) 

The attempt to write about empowered women is perhaps weakened by the 

heterosexualization of Idgie and the “othering” of Ruth, and it becomes less about what Flagg 

suggests is a portrait of ideologies and stereotypes that may have existed in the southern 

1930s authentically, and perhaps more about Flagg’s reinforcement of heterocentrism.  
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Concluding Discussion 

In the beginning Flagg’s erasure of homosexuality was mentioned to be one of 

the reasons as to why this novel has been read and discussed. At the end of my analysis I have 

come to the conclusion that Fried Green Tomatoes is less than favorable to the queer 

community and can be argued to function as textual evidence of homosexual erasure, 

heterocentric values, and how they live on. 

 

One element I discussed in my essay was Flagg’s deflections and denial of two 

of her main characters’ relationship as a lesbian romance. I aimed to analyze the problematic 

relationship that Flagg creates when she enforces homophobic values in her novel and public 

statements. Flagg does not acknowledge that lesbian love grows just as heterosexual love 

does: she diminishes it. She indirectly dismisses all the suggested symbols of lesbianism by 

claiming to be unaware of what she had written until the reviewers told her. The underlying 

meaning then becomes clear, that in her mind lesbian love is not viewed nor would it be 

depicted in the same way as heterosexual love with its courtship and other rituals. Flagg’s 

own heterocentric values are therefor enforced in the narrative. 

 

I addressed Flagg’s comments about the novel in relation to heterocentricity and 

erasure, and the fact that she continuously discusses the characters of Idgie and Ruth as a 

heterosexual unit - which makes the novel even more contradictory when reading her 

statements. Flagg applies typically male features and removes all things considered feminine 

from Idgie, while she describes Ruth as the “ideal” woman. Flagg not only creates a 

heterosexual couple: she is successfully erasing and denying lesbian romance as a possibility 

in the novel. By removing femininity from Idgie’s character and emphasizing the 

stereotypical male features, she is consequently turning her into a man instead of a butch 
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lesbian. This raises more questions about Idgie’s sexuality and why these gender stereotypes 

are forced on a couple that, if heterosexual, has no need for them. I found that Flagg uses 

erasure to avoid an explicit lesbian interpretation of Idgie and Ruth’s relationship. Another 

element of the novel I discussed was the erasure of homosexuality. The novel does not open 

up for an environment where Ruth is allowed to explore her sexuality, but she is suppressed 

and “othered”. 

 

In a novel with supposed strong female characters the discussion never travels 

beyond patriarchal beliefs and ultimately reifies the structures instead of challenging them. 

One such moment is when Idgie and Ruth are finally reunited. This is a section of the novel 

that has the possibility to break new ground within Flagg’s 1920-30s setting, but still manages 

to remain unchanged due to the fact that Flagg subsequently enforces heterocentricity and 

erases any signs of explicit love between Idgie and Ruth. 

 

 My analysis of Fried Green Tomatoes has opened up a third way of reading the 

novel. The heterosexualization of the two main characters and the male features assigned to 

Idgie suggest that Flagg may have unintentionally created a transgender character in Idgie. 

Early on Idgie is portrayed as someone who not only passes as a man, but instead is one. The 

portrayal of Idgie then becomes a question of gender identity and not gender roles - and she 

cannot be viewed as a butch lesbian. This novel can be problematic for a lesbian reader; 

however, a transgender person reading the novel might feel differently. This novel has the 

potential of being read as Idgie’s self-exploration and finding her true self as a transgender 

person and not as a lesbian. 
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In conclusion, the novel limits itself with Flagg’s refusal to clearly comment on 

the characters’ sexuality. This refusal enforces patriarchal beliefs of gender and sexuality 

being something binary. In the end Flagg’s writing becomes less about adapting her story to 

the 1920s setting and more about enforcing patriarchal structures and ideologies such as 

heterocentricity and erasure.  
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